
Micala
Michigan and CERN Automated Lecture Archiving (Micala) is an
automated tool developed at CERN with a collaboration from the
University of Michigan. We improved the workflow to faster publish
the recorded lecture by integrating the Sorenson
(http://www.sorensonmedia.com/squeeze/squeeze-server/)
transcoding cluster to Micala. The communication with users is now
done with the automatic creation of the ServiceNOW ticket for each
recording.

New HTML5 viewer for recorded lectures
The CERN Recording Service provides recordings from 19 CERN rooms in
a web lecture format (with synchronized speaker and slides). To give
users a better control on the player side, we developed a new interactive
HTML5 viewer with a built-in THEOPlayer.

DVR – Digital Video Recorder
We will soon introduce DVR functionality for all our live webcasts. Users
that arrived late on the webcast website, will have a possibility to go
back to the beginning of the webcast or if they missed something they
can seek back to watch it again. With the DVR feature we will also be
able to publish the recording right after the webcast is finished.

For almost 10 years, CERN has been providing live webcast
of events using Adobe Flash technology. This year is finally
the year when flash died at CERN! With Flash being slowly
phased out on most streaming platforms, the CERN
streaming service moved as well from Flash to HTTP
streaming.

Service statistics for last years
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Central Encoding System
With 19 CERN rooms capable of webcast and recording, about 300 live
webcasts and 1200 lectures recorded every year, we needed a tool for
our operators to easily start webcasts and recordings. We developed a
Central Encoding Interface, from which our operators see all the
planned events for a given day and with one click can start webcasting
and/or recording. With this new interface we manage to almost
eliminate issues where operators forget to start the webcast and with
an automatic stop, we now support webcasts and recordings which
finish out of standard working hours without additional manpower
expenses.

The biggest challenge for providing pure HTML5 video
streaming goes with the support of different streaming
protocols across browsers and OS platforms. Thanks to
THEOPLayer (www.theoplayer.com) we are able to stick
with the HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) protocol from Apple
and play it on all modern browsers on desktops and mobile
devices. We are able to deliver the same experience as we
did with Adobe Flash based players. Our users can still enjoy
video of the speaker synchronised with video of the
presentation, so they have the same experience as sitting in
the auditoria.
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